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Executive summary 

The UK Schools Sustainability Network (UKSSN) was formed in 2021 to bring together regional  
networks of students to connect and collaborate on issues they care about, fully  
supported by school staff. As a unified network, students have had the opportunity to influence 

UK sustainability and climate education policy and discourse in several ways.  

2021-2022 highlights  

• UKSSN took over 20 teenagers from 12 UK regions to COP26 in November 2021 to 

take part in ministerial and civil society events  

• In spring 2022 students were involved in influencing the Department for Education’s 

Sustainability and Climate Change Strategy 

• UKSSN online events included talks with journalist George Monbiot, economists 

Professor Kate Raworth and Professor Julia Steinberger 

• The first UKSSN residential trip saw 26 UKSSN students and 10 staff travel to 

Wytham Woods in Oxford to develop their collaboration, communications and 

leadership skills 

 
Students from London, Scotland, Avon and Somerset UKSSN networks at COP26 in November 2021 

https://linktr.ee/UKSchoolsSusty
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2021-2022 impact 

In 2022, the network’s first evaluation survey explored the impact that the network was having 

on young people’s knowledge, attitudes and behaviour towards the environment, as well as 

their sense of agency to call for change. It also explored the benefits that network membership 

offered to staff. Initial results from 38 participants indicate that students (n=16) and staff (n=22) 

experience a range of positive outcomes from UKSSN, summarised below. 

• 81% of students said they felt more motivated to help people and nature compared to 
before they had taken part in UKSSN.  

• 75% of students said they had more skills to help other people and nature compared to 
before they had taken part in UKSSN. 

• “[I] developed confidence in talking to new people and bringing up conversations 
surrounding the climate and ecological crisis [and] connecting to a larger community 
with similar passions” (Year 13, Avon network)  

 
• 88% of staff said they had more skills to help other people and nature compared to 

before they had taken part in UKSSN. 
• 82% of staff said they were more motivated to do things to help other people and 

nature compared to before they had taken part in UKSSN.    
• 82% of staff said they knew more about how they could help other people and nature 

compared to before they had taken part in UKSSN. 
• “Moral support of being part of a movement that feels like it’s getting somewhere. 

Going to COP was the highlight of my teaching career! Interacting with such a 
passionate, inspiring bunch of students and staff regularly have made teaching feel 
more worthwhile and being an environmentalist a much less lonely place to be!!!”  
(Science teacher & Curriculum Sustainability Lead, Somerset) 

 
UKSSN is playing a vital new role in the education sector by uniting young people and 

educators from across the country, and equipping them with the opportunities, skills and 

motivation to act on sustainability issues locally, nationally and in the international arena.  
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Introduction 

The UK Schools Sustainability Network (UKSSN) was set up in Spring 2021 as an 

‘umbrella’ to bring together regional schools sustainability networks. Through the 

regions and UKSSN, students and staff connect with peers, share ideas and resources, 

and collaborate on local, national and international initiatives. They are supported by 

each other and the host charity Global Action Plan and, through the projects, events, 

and initiatives they deliver, develop key personal, social and workplace skills.  

 

The UKSSN’s agreed mission statement and aims are to make schools, 

communities, regions and countries more aware of the climate and nature 

crises, and ultimately more sustainable, through Collaboration and Support, 

Representation and Inclusivity, and Education and Empowerment.  

 

 
Avon network UKSSN student Pim speaking to Baroness Barran and Dr Mya-Rose Craig (Birdgirl) at launch of the 

Department for Education Sustainability and Climate Strategy at Natural History Museum in April 2022 

 

 

https://www.transform-our-world.org/ukssn
https://www.transform-our-world.org/ukssn/about-ukssn
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By December 2022, UK regional networks had been established in Avon, Berkshire, 

Buckinghamshire, Hampshire, London, Mersey Region, Midlands, Oxford, Somerset 

and Surrey, with further networks being developed in Bedfordshire, Brighton & Hove 

(led by the Council), Chester (led by Chester Zoo), Devon, East Anglia, Essex, Greater 

Manchester, Guernsey, Northumberland (led by the Council), Scotland, Wiltshire, and 

Yorkshire & Humber. A similar network has also set up in the Republic of Ireland. Some 

networks are in the early stages with just two or three schools involved, while others 

now have pupils and staff from dozens of schools meeting regularly online and in-

person. Most schools in the networks are secondary but students and staff often work 

on sustainability projects with local primaries, and primary networks are setting up.  

UKSSN governance and structure 

The UKSSN meets online three times per term to bring student and staff representatives 

together from all the regional networks. In spring 2022 a representative board of 

students and staff (teaching and operations) was established to make decisions about 

the governance, aims and projects of UKSSN. The regional networks are run at 

grassroots level – often centred around a hub school – and the whole network is now 

hosted by the environmental charity Global Action Plan to enable wider reach.  

The safeguarding and wellbeing of network pupils is of paramount importance for the 

regional networks and UKSSN. A rigorous Safeguarding and GDPR policy, based on the 

latest Keeping Children Safe in Education (KCSiE) and NSPCC guidance, as well as 

member schools' own policies, is followed by all students, staff and guests involved.  

Each regional network has a staff branch to act as a support network for business 

leaders, subject specialists, and for primary and secondary staff) that interacts online 

and occasionally meets in person for away days around the UK. The recently 

established UKSSN Operations Group, run by two well-respected school business 

leaders, meets monthly and has its own social media and Teams sites.  

The UKSSN has various external communications channels listed at 

https://linktr.ee/UKSchoolsSusty  

  

https://www.globalactionplan.org.uk/
https://www.transform-our-world.org/files/uk_schools_sustainability_network_-_safeguarding_and_gdpr_policy_rev_19.08.2022.pdf
https://learning.nspcc.org.uk/research-resources/schools/keeping-children-safe-in-education-caspar-briefing
https://learning.nspcc.org.uk/
https://www.transform-our-world.org/ukssn/ukssn-staff-branch
mailto:getintouch@ukssn.org.uk
https://linktr.ee/UKSchoolsSusty
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Highlights and achievements to date  

The UKSSN has made significant progress since its launch in 2021. Highlights have 

included taking over 20 teenagers from 12 UK regions to COP26 in November 2021 to 

take part in ministerial and civil society events; influencing the Department for 

Education’s Climate Change and Sustainability Strategy; and a summer residential to 

Wytham Woods in Oxford. UKSSN online events have included talks by journalist 

George Monbiot, and ecological economists Professor Kate Raworth and Professor 

Julia Steinberger. UKSSN students have appeared on Good Morning Britain, regional 

BBC radio shows, YouTube channels and podcasts, and produce their own termly 

newsletter The Green Gazette. Regional network events have included mayoral 

hustings, mock COPs, workshops, appearances at local events and visits to each 

other’s schools. For more on these activities see UKSSN news and stories and to stay 

up to date, please follow UKSSN via our social media channels.  

In this report we summarise findings from our first detailed analysis of the UKSSN’s 

impact on the staff and young people involved in the network. We also report on the 

wider impacts UKSSN members are having and summarise the specific outcomes of 

our visit to the global climate COP26 summit and our 2022 summer residential visit to 

Wytham Woods.  

 
Students from Avon, Midlands and London UKSSN networks with then Secretary of State for Education at a COP26 

Gen Zero classroom event delivering wildflower seeds grown by visually impaired students from the Mersey network 

https://www.transform-our-world.org/files/green_gazette.pdf
https://www.transform-our-world.org/ukssn/ukssn-news/i-want-to-be-part-of-this-too-ukssn-response-to-dept-for-education-climate-strategy
https://www.transform-our-world.org/ukssn/ukssn-news/i-want-to-be-part-of-this-too-ukssn-response-to-dept-for-education-climate-strategy
https://www.transform-our-world.org/ukssn/ukssn-news/into-the-woods-with-the-ukssnour-summer-residential-2022
https://www.transform-our-world.org/ukssn/ukssn-news/into-the-woods-with-the-ukssnour-summer-residential-2022
https://www.transform-our-world.org/ukssn/ukssn-news/the-green-gazettespring-edition
https://www.transform-our-world.org/ukssn/ukssn-news
https://linktr.ee/UKSchoolsSusty
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UKSSN evaluation survey  

In July and August 2022, Global Action Plan surveyed students, teaching staff and 

operational staff involved in UKSSN in the 2021/22 academic year. The survey had 

three key objectives: 

• understand the impact that the network was having on young people’s 
knowledge, attitudes and behaviour towards the environment, as well as their 
sense of agency to call for change; 

• gain feedback on operational aspects of the network (e.g. meeting timing, 
format and frequency, preferred online platforms for meetings) to feed into 
continual improvements; and  

• provide an opportunity for network members to share opinions and ideas about 
the way the network was run. 

 

Survey respondents  

• A total of 38 people (students and teachers) completed the survey, with a wide 
geographic spread across the UK: Avon, Berkshire, Hampshire, London, East of 
England, East Midlands, Kent, Midlands, Northumberland Surrey, Oxford and 
Yorkshire and the Humber. 

• Of the 38 respondents, 16 were students (3 students in Year 13; 8 in Year 12; 1 in 
Year 11; 1 in Year 10; and 3 in Year 9). 

• Respondents came from primary, middle and secondary schools (including 14 
secondary state schools; 13 independent secondary (day, boarding and 
international); 1 independent primary; and 1 SEN school). 

• The ethnic background of respondents included 19 White British, 2 Indian, 1 
British Pakistani, 1 White Mixed Malaysian Chinese, 1 Mixed British South East 
Asian, 1 English and Chinese, 1 Greek, 1 Black other, 1 White Irish, 1 Mixed White. 
9 participants chose not to answer. 

• 22 adults completed the survey, with the majority being involved in a school (4 
were operational staff; 1 mentor; and 1 Trust member. 

• The gender ratio of respondents was 15 Male: 22 Female. 1 preferred not to say. 
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Student experience 

Students were asked about the impact being involved in UKSNN and/or their regional 

network had on them. Specifically, they were asked about the impact it had on their 

knowledge, skills and motivation to help people and nature. The below results show 

that many felt empowered to take action for people and nature after their involvement 

with UKSSN.  

• 75% of students said they wanted to help other people and nature more 
than before they had taken part in UKSSN. 

• 68.75% students said they knew more about how they could help other 
people and nature compared to before they had taken part in UKSSN. 

• 75% of students said they had more skills to help other people and nature 
compared to before they had taken part in UKSSN. 

• 81% of students said they were more motivated to do things to help other 
people and nature compared to before they had taken part in UKSSN. 

• 75% of students said they felt more supported to help people and nature 
compared to before they had taken part in UKSSN. 
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Chart showing the number of UKSSN committee meetings, events or 
activities students participated in this academic year
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A bar chart showing how many UKSSN committee meetings, events or 
activities staff participated in this academic year
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Highlights of the UKSSN programme for students  

Students were asked what they enjoyed/achieved/gained from being part of UKSSN 

and/or a regional network, and whether they felt like they had developed any specific 

topics or skills.  

Students were overwhelmingly positive in their responses, with many stating that they 

were grateful for the chance to participate in a network and felt a sense of belonging to 

a community which they may have lacked beforehand. Many also felt they developed 

their knowledge and understanding around environmental issues and felt empowered 

to act and/or continue to act on things they care about. 

The below quotes illustrate the students’ responses: 

• “[I] developed confidence in talking to new people and bringing up 
conversations surrounding the climate and ecological crisis [and] connecting to a 
larger community with similar passions.” 
–  Year 13, Avon  
 

• “The range of guests/topics has been really enriching and has allowed me to 
expand my knowledge and passion for environmentalism.”  
– Year 12, Yorkshire and Humber 
 

• “I’ve enjoyed meeting people from all across the country, some of the previous 
stuff I’ve done has been very Oxford based so getting a sense that people are 
doing stuff across the country has been really positive.”  
–  Year 12, Oxford 
 

• “We have really enjoyed the opportunities the UKSSN have brought, the meetings 
have been really enriching hearing talks from professionals, learning from other 
students so we can start projects at our own school.”  
– Year 12s, Berkshire 
 

• “Networking with like-minded individuals and not feeling alone in the daunting 
fight against climate change.” 
– Year 13, Midlands 
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Staff experience 

Staff were asked about the impact participation in UKSSN and/or their regional network 

had on them. They were also asked about the impact the network had on their 

knowledge, skills, and motivation in relation to people and nature. As demonstrated 

below, many staff1 felt that being part of UKSSN this past year had a positive impact: 

• 59% of staff said they wanted to help other people and nature more than 
before they had taken part in UKSSN. 

• 82% of staff said they knew more about how they could help other people 
and nature compared to before they had taken part in UKSSN. 

• 88% of staff said they had more skills to help other people and nature 
compared to before they had taken part in UKSSN. 

• 82% of staff said they were more motivated to do things to help other 
people and nature compared to before they had taken part in UKSSN.    

• 82% of staff said they felt more supported to help people and nature 
compared to before they had taken part in UKSSN. 

Highlights of the UKSSN programme for staff 

The survey results also showed that teachers and support staff were grateful for the 

community aspect of joining UKSSN. Several noted that the experience had motivated 

them to take action in their schools: 

• “Joined inspiring network of fellow eco educators from across the UK. Gained 
from experience and advice. Got involved in events and projects which I would 
not otherwise have been able to access, such as COP26, DfE consultation, 
network meetings (especially George Monbiot and Kate Raworth Q&A). As a 
result, [I have] been able to offer students fantastic opportunities for self-
development.”  
– Sustainability lead and Chemistry teacher, Yorkshire and Humber 
 

• “Plenty! How to speak to young people about the climate, how to lead 
discussions, how to empower young people, how to convert ideas into actions.” 
– Biology teacher, London 

 

 

1 Statistics not including UKSSN operations group, of which there were 4 respondents. 
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• “Moral support of being part of a movement that feels like it’s getting 
somewhere. Going to COP was the highlight of my teaching career! Interacting 
with such a passionate, inspiring bunch of students and staff regularly have 
made teaching feel more worthwhile and being an environmentalist a much less 
lonely place to be!!!”  
– Science teacher & Curriculum Sustainability Lead, Somerset 
 

• “It's encouraging to see the enthusiasm with which our students are tackling this. 
It gives me hope and I'm so proud that I can be a part of helping them achieve 
their goals.”  
– Educator, Avon 

 

‘UKSSN’ silhouette at Wytham Woods, summer 2022 
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Further evidence of impact  

Policy and research influence 

• At COP26, UKSSN students influenced education and climate policy by speaking to 

local and national media, meeting and speaking on panels with the Secretary of 

State for Education, Minister for Environment and COP President. They also met Co-

General Secretary of National Education Union and UN Youth Envoy Nisreen Elsaim.  

• As a result of the above experiences at COP26, UKSSN students and staff were 

invited to sit on panels to influence the Department for Education’s climate and 

sustainability strategy, and the Department for Environment’s Landscapes Review 

and Access Forum consultations.  

“I hope they are very proud of themselves. I know that the Secretary of State and 
the Permanent Secretary were really impressed […] D and N and your wider 
organisation are now firmly on our radar as we further develop these projects 
[…] We do need to make sure we are including the voice of young people in our 
development work.” 
– Sharon McHale, Sustainability and Climate Change Unit, Department for 
Education 

• UKSSN published responses to the DfE Climate Strategy and was the most 

numerous group to attend the Strategy launch event at the Natural History Museum 

in April 2022:  

o "I want to be part of this too" - UKSSN student and staff response   

o Is the Department for Education’s Sustainability and Climate Change Strategy 

cause for celebration? - UKSSN Operations Group response published by Ed 

Exec 

• Regional network students have had local influence, for example by running Bristol 

mayoral hustings, Mersey network projects led by visually impaired young people 

to promote ‘reverse inclusion’, and London MP campaigning – for examples see 

UKSSN news and stories.  

• The UKSSN has been involved in university research by the British Educational 

Research Association (recorded a video provocation for their Manifesto for 

Education for Environmental Sustainability) and in a Letters for the Future project 

with a doctoral researcher at the University of Oxford.  

https://www.transform-our-world.org/ukssn/ukssn-news/i-want-to-be-part-of-this-too-ukssn-response-to-dept-for-education-climate-strategy
https://edexec.co.uk/is-the-department-for-educations-sustainability-and-climate-change-strategy-cause-for-celebration/
https://edexec.co.uk/is-the-department-for-educations-sustainability-and-climate-change-strategy-cause-for-celebration/
https://www.transform-our-world.org/ukssn/ukssn-news
https://youtu.be/OYWMlVBqI2o
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLyBrVh3nGjzAAbJ4rKj35NkGwvPWnqxb8
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Lasting change 

• UKSSN was only established in spring 2021 so it is too early to assess its longer-

term impact. Signs, however, are good. Nearly all the staff and students involved in 

UKSSN in 2021/22 want to continue; three alumni have signed up to officially help 

with running the networks; and the evaluation showed that school leavers wish to 

carry on their activism at university.  

• After COP26, many of the students involved continued their work via school/in the 

media – some examples can be found in the COP26 evaluation. 

 

 
UKSSN regional networks meeting with Professor Kate Raworth 

 

https://www.transform-our-world.org/files/ukssn_cop26_evaluation_report.dec_2021.pdf
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Highlights from UKSSN trip to COP26 and summer 
residential 

In the academic year 2021/22, a trip to the global climate summit COP26 in Glasgow 

took place in November 2021, followed by a summer residential to Wytham Woods in 

Oxford in July 2022.  

Full evaluations of the COP26 trip can be found here and of the summer residential 

here. Highlights from these successful trips are summarised below. 

COP26 

Impact on students  

UKSSN took a delegation to COP26 in partnership with PPL PWR with support from the 

Royal Society of Chemistry, Global Action Plan and UKSSN schools. 

Students who travelled to Glasgow for COP26 and students involved in a home-based 

remote support team (younger students or reserves for Glasgow) were asked to rate 

their overall experience of the UKSSN COP26 project out of 5 (with 5= completely 

satisfied). The average came out at 4.62 (90% of those in the ‘Glasgow Team’ gave a 5).  

Some highlights from the ‘Home-based team’ include listening to, observing and taking 

inspiration from those who attended COP26, as well as bringing ideas from the event 

and implementing them in their own settings. One example given was an activities 

week, where a small protest was led by an environment network. 

Students in the ‘Glasgow team’ enjoyed the opportunity of being part of an 

internationally diverse community with other young environmentalists. 

Students felt that they had gained skills and developed ideas from COP26. They felt that 

it had helped them with the following:  

  

https://www.transform-our-world.org/files/ukssn_cop26_evaluation_report.dec_2021.pdf
https://www.transform-our-world.org/files/ukssn_summer_2022_wytham_woods_residential_evaluation_final.pdf
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• “I’ve thought much more about climate anxiety, and it's given me the confidence to 

discuss it with other people” 

• “I definitely feel a lot more confident, having participated in the high-profile 

livestream panel with the Education Strategy”  

• “I feel more confident in using social media to spread awareness”  

 

Outcomes of COP26 – how will the students proceed?  

Students were asked if they knew what they would do to avert the Climate Crisis having 
participated in this project:  

  
Those that answered ‘yes’ said:  

• “Continue being an active member of my school eco team through activities such as 
leading fundraisers and assemblies” 

• “Spreading awareness within my school and community” 
• “Getting involved through writing articles and pamphlets to raise awareness” 

Impact on staff  

Staff members who attended COP26 and helped to support students did not complete 

a survey. However, the evaluation captured feedback from adults who interacted with 

students during COP26 via social media posts and email. 

• “It’s been such a great experience for C and I as part of the wider group. C will be 
giving assemblies and making videos and we want to tell the world about his 
experience and most importantly the message that sustainability should be at the 
heart of all we do.”  
– teacher from the Surrey network 
 

• “It was great to feel part of the #UKSchoolsCOP26 staff home team. As an educator 
who is passionate about teaching #climatechange and #ClimateJustice, being 
connected to like-minded people and being involved in strategic planning is crucial 
to keep going.”  
– MFL teacher from Yorkshire assisting home students 

https://twitter.com/hashtag/UKSchoolsCOP26?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/hashtag/climatechange?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/hashtag/ClimateJustice?src=hashtag_click
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• “I hope they are very proud of themselves. I know that the Secretary of State and the 
Permanent Secretary were really impressed […] D and N and your wider 
organisation are now firmly on our radar as we further develop these projects…. We 
do need to make sure we are including the voice of young people in our 
development work.”  
– Sharon McHale, Sustainability & Climate Change Unit, Department for Education 
 

• “Dear climate activists! It was really great to meet you at the COP. You inspired me 
with your ideas, energy, and enthusiasm. I’ve come away from COP more 
determined than ever to press the government on inclusion of the climate 
emergency in the curriculum. And to encourage teachers to come together at 
grassroots to share ideas about how to do that. Thank you for that encouragement.” 
– Kevin Courtney, Co-General Secretary, National Education Union  

 

 
COP26 President Alok Sharma visiting the UKSSN exhibition stand in the civil society 
green zone and receiving a UKSSN t-shirt featuring students’ art and poetry designs 
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Wytham Woods residential summer trip 2022 

26 UKSSN students attended a summer residential alongside 10 UKSSN teaching staff 

in July 2022 to Wytham Woods research station, staying at Hill End Centre. The trip was 

possible thanks to support from Oxford University, Oxford Earth Academy, UKSSN 

schools and Global Action Plan. A summary of the highlights can be found below. 

Impact on students  

On a rating of 1 (poor) – 5 (excellent), 70% of the students rated the experience 5 with 

the remaining students rating it a 4. This was based on a general sense of satisfaction, 

ideas and opportunities, and the opportunity to meet new people, make friends and 

connect with their peers in real life. 

Students also felt that they had developed their knowledge and desire to continue to 

work with people and nature, as displayed in the graphs below. 

 
 

 
Storytelling session around the campfire at Wytham Woods 

https://hill-end.org/
https://oxfordearthacademy.org/
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Based on the responses, many of the students do want to continue doing work to avert 
the climate crisis, through advocacy and developing ideas for projects (see the summer 
residential full evaluation report for further information). 

Impact on staff  

Seven members of staff on the trip completed the same evaluation form as the 

students. They all rated the trip a 5/5 with reasons ranging from bonding in group 

activities to powerful individual and group conversations. 

Staff also felt that they had developed their knowledge and desire to continue to 

collaborate with people and nature because of the residential: 

 

https://www.transform-our-world.org/files/ukssn_summer_2022_wytham_woods_residential_evaluation_final.pdf
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Staff’s future plans as a result of the trip include: 
• Working more regularly with other nearby networks  
• Recruiting more students and schools  
• Challenging SLT more  
• Making more films to encourage discussion as a platform for change  
• Helping develop ideas for carbon literacy & systems change work  
• Developing current network   
• Share ideas learnt from the trip with their network  

 

Overall, the trip received a positive response from the network staff with most 

requesting more in-person meetings and trips.  

“As ever the UKSSN is a force for positive climate engagement and bringing 
together young people to inspire and motivate!” 

 

  
UKSSN staff members at Wytham Woods 
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Conclusion 

UKSSN has played a valuable role in uniting young people and educators over the past 

academic year 2021/22. It plays an important role in supporting and encouraging 

people in school settings to continue to act on environmental issues. 

The successful trips to COP26 and Wytham Woods are further evidence of the positive 

work that UKSSN does and demonstrates the desire from those involved to meet in 

person, participate in real-world events, and continue growing the network. 

A few practical issues have been raised, such as the duration and start time of online 

meetings, but these problems will inevitably always exist. Similarly, while young people 

involved have shared how they enjoy taking part in meetings, a few adults have stated 

that young people should be given more space and adults to sit back more, while 

continuing to support and guide. Ensuring that all involved are satisfied will be a 

delicate and challenging act. 

An exciting note of improvement could be to encourage regional networks to meet 

more in person, as many are now doing post-Covid, to make the network’s activities 

more meaningful and impactful. 

One other point to mention is the need to continue active plans to increase the 

diversity, inclusivity and accessibility of the networks, particularly to involve students 

from less privileged backgrounds and areas.  

It would be apt to end by summarising what UKSSN does by ending with a couple of 

quotations from those staff running the regional networks:  

 

“Involvement with UKSSN is transformative for students. The chance to work 
together with peers from across the UK, to share ideas and learn from each other is 
so empowering. You can see them gaining confidence and becoming even more 
determined to lead action in their own communities.”  
– teacher lead of Yorkshire & Humber Schools Sustainability Network 

 

"UKSSN students are the young people that should be leading our parliaments and 
institutions in the future - passionate, collaborative, action-focused and committed."  
– teacher lead of Surrey Environmental Action Schools 
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Dr Lucy Anderson, GAP Research & Impact Lead Executive Summary  November 2022 
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Muthoni Wanyoike, GAP Programme Assistant Summer 2022 residential report  August 2022 

Muthoni Wanyoike, GAP Programme Assistant November 2021 COP26 report  December 2021 

 

 

 

 
Placards designed by students at the summer 2022 residential to Wytham Woods, Oxford 
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